Bernadette Bensaude-Vincent gives a brief history of nanotechnology and its key analogies, drawn from molecular biology. In 1961, Richard Feynman was intrigued by the possibility of increasingly tiny assemblers. Eric Drexler hopes to emulate organic molecules in more enduring form. But the present bull market for nanotech seems to have devolved into innovations in materials science, rather than a quest to create tiny self-replicating machines. The same thing happened with artificial intelligence and neural network theory -high aspirations became mired in frustration, then subsumed by lower-level research and industrial buzzwords, lofty goals redefined.
Genesis Redux takes the time to shed light on areas I would not naturally consider, and thus enlightens and expands the topic. Its cautious perspective -the enthusiasms of the past considered in the sober light of history -provides a useful counterpoint to our next book.
In Beyond Human, Gregory Benford and Elisabeth Malartre (a husband-and-wife team) take a more personal, promotional approach, and deftly give credit to the actual creators and thinkers: scientists, engineers, philosophers, writers and film-makers. Interviews with pioneers and participants in enhancement research, robotics and engineering, and informed perspectives on the theory, economics and actuality of life extension, give Beyond Human the flavour of a tourist guide to the future, conducted by natives, rather than a missionary's critical, hands-off examination.
The authors detail the experiences of our true cyborgs -disabled people whose hightech prosthetics may make them more competitive than their able peers. They try to answer technical questions about the smallest size attainable for nanobot fingers and the practical limits of very small manipulators, and by implication, tiny intelligence devices. Their limiting answers could stimulate and irritate researchers into devising clever workarounds.
As biology and synthetic biology converge, and true artificial life becomes more and more feasible, the power for change will exceed that of nuclear energy. The fire of life is more subtle and pervasive and, through mass production and the internet, is being made available not just to well-funded government institutions but to private individuals. Training and research at secondary school will be essential for the biotech future, but could put dangerous tools into the hands of those whose aim is mass destruction -be they terrorists or domestic bigots. Institutions and journals should begin planning the necessary precautions; public discussion and professional prudence are essential. One terrorist incident could shut down basic research for years.
Together, these books serve up a feast with many side-dishes. The future is not behind us. Full of danger and potential, it is still unexplored territory, waiting to be rediscovered after our early encounters in nightmares and daydreams. 
